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We approached this year with intention. 
With plans to increase our staff size two-
fold and to reactivate our tool, How To Vote, 
Democracy Works was well prepared to 
support America’s energized 2020 electorate. 
Then came COVID-19, which brought an 
array of new obstacles to an already tense 
election year. Election officials across the 
nation were challenged to educate voters 
around newly implemented voting methods 
and shifting election dates and deadlines. 

Civic engagement groups were forced to move their in-person outreach strategies online. 
Meanwhile, voters were inundated with conflicting information from a wide variety of 
competing sources.

As the pandemic transformed every aspect of our lives, America faced a long overdue racial 
reckoning. Grappling with our nation’s history of racial injustice was not enough. Saying Black 
Lives Matter was not enough. We looked inward to identify how we could better support Black 
voters, who have been historically and systematically disenfranchised in our elections. While 
that was a start, it is certainly not enough, and there is much more work to be done. Today, we 
continue the work to infuse racial justice and equity into the core of our organization.

Democracy Works will not waver in our commitment to help Americans vote, and this proved 
true in 2020. By expanding our partnerships, bolstering the strength of our suite of tools, and 
meeting the unique needs of voters in 2020, Democracy Works increased voter accessibility and 
empowered millions of voters to make their voices heard in our democracy.

LETTER FROM
OUR TEAM

In short, the story of 2020 is simple -  voters triumphed. 
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From COVID-19 upending how our elections run to misinformation causing 

confusion between truth and reality, obstacles to voting were poised to 

flourish. But voters persevered, ultimately making their voices heard in record 

breaking numbers. Democracy Works matched the fervor of voters across the 

country with our powerful suite of tools.

Voter Resilience
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# of voters who received direct 
Democracy Works support:



65.3% 62.6% 58.5% 58% 55.2%

49.2% 35.1% 34.6% 32.4% 31.3%

Top States by total TurboVote usage:

Top States by TurboVote Turnout Rate:

States with the highest population of Black TurboVote users:

85% 81% 79% 79%

States with the highest population of young (18-30) TurboVote users:

78%

2,597,694
USERS

585,390
USERS

474,524
USERS

885,783
USERS

606,838
USERS
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TurboVote, Democracy Works’ flagship tool, helps Americans vote by providing registration assistance, 

mail ballot request guidance, and election related notifications. Historically, TurboVote sent notifications 

to voters who had upcoming election dates and deadlines, providing them with the information they 

needed to participate. But as the pandemic began to shift these dates and deadlines, we knew we would 

need to deploy rapid response notifications.

Wisconsin’s April 7 Primary Election was our first foray into this. Late into the evening on April 6, legal 

proceedings around the election’s logistics carried on, and it was unclear whether there would even be 

an election. When the courts ruled to maintain April 7 as election day, we quickly notified voters that they 

would indeed be able to vote as planned. On the day of the election, polling places were consolidated or 

eliminated due largely to a shortage in poll workers. TurboVote was able to keep our users up to date with 

accurate and timely information — from confirming the election was happening, to encouraging them to 

look up and confirm their polling place before heading out to vote, to providing information about 

how they could vote curbside.

This trend of last minute changes held throughout the entire 2020 election cycle, 

and TurboVote continued to walk users through each step of their voting 

journeys. 

TurboVote
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Who uses TurboVote?
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VIP is a partnership between Democracy Works and the states to uplift official information to voters 

about where to cast their ballots. Because VIP works with state and county election administrators to 

get official data that is never published without the explicit consent of election administrators, states 

in 2020 were able to use VIP as their designated backup source of election information.

Since its founding in 2008, VIP has supported states when they needed it most. States have used VIP 

as a backup system in scenarios ranging from natural disasters — like Hurricane Sandy in 2012, when 

the state of New Jersey used VIP’s SMS Tool to help voters find their polling places — to technical 

issues, like state election websites or voter lookup tools temporarily not working.

During the primaries last year, California, Minnesota, and Wisconsin all experienced technical 

difficulties providing polling locations to voters on election day, when their state website and/or 

polling location lookup tool went down. Due to their partnerships with VIP, they were able to 

enact their contingency plans and direct voters to use VIP’s voter facing website, ‘Get to the 

Polls’ as a backup. Throughout last year’s cycle, eight states officially built a VIP tool 

into their contingency plans, as VIP remained ready to support each and every 

state as an official backup option for voting information.

Voting Information Project
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In 2020, voting was no longer just going to the polls on Election Day. As options like early 

voting, mail-in voting, and ballot drop boxes grew in nationwide availability, voters 

were eager to choose voting methods that safeguarded the health of the public and 

our democracy. To help voters take advantage of these newly introduced voting options, 

Democracy Works activated its tool, How To Vote, which empowers voters to decide when and 

where they’ll vote.

In all 50 states and D.C., How to Vote breaks down voting options and rules, provides voter 

registration deadlines and instructions, and provides an overview of voting guidelines for 

unique circumstances, such as voting overseas and voting rights restoration for the formerly 

incarcerated. Available in both English and Spanish, no sign up is required to access 

How To Vote. Simply googling, ‘how to vote in [state],’ would result in the relevant 

How To Vote page displaying in Google’s OneBox, a pinned box which is 

featured above all other search results. In 2020, How to Vote information 

was viewed over 2 billion times across Google products alone.

How To Vote
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With record-breaking levels of mail voting, demand for ballot tracking services increased among voters and election 

officials alike. Our Ballot Scout tool brings transparency, accountability, and confidence to the mail voting process. By 

leveraging USPS Intelligent Mail barcode data, Ballot Scout provides a lens into a mail ballot’s full chain of custody, 

ensuring that ballots are not simply lost in the system. a partnership between Democracy Works and the states to 

uplift official information to voters about where to cast their ballots. Because VIP works with state and county election 

administrators to get official data that is never published without the explicit consent of election administrators, states 

in 2020 were able to use VIP as their designated backup source of election information.

This year, Ballot Scout’s services were especially relevant, as election offices nationwide expanded their mail voting 

programs in response to COVID-19. By having visibility into a ballot’s journey through the mail stream, election offices 

were able to better ensure that voters received their ballots on time and were able to get them back to the election 

office.

The Commonwealth of Virginia has been a Ballot Scout partner since late 2016. In 2020, Ballot Scout tracked 

upwards of 1.5 million ballots in several elections across Virginia’s 133 election jurisdictions; held approximately 20 tool 

orientations for groups of new and returning local election officials; and offered live support to election officials 

not just for Ballot Scout, but for all kinds of vote-by-mail processes and logistics, including addressing 

questions and concerns directly with local and state USPS representatives.

Ballot Scout’s voter lookup tools, where voters can search for the status of their mailed ballots, 

were accessed more than 400,000 times. The Ballot Scout team also provided direct 

support to Virginia voters, resulting in about 200 voter questions answered.

Ballot Scout



Voting options expanded quickly in 2020, which challenged many election officials to learn 

the ins and outs of new voting methods as they implemented and facilitated them. And 

as mail-in voting surged in popularity, election officials needed a streamlined process to 

escalate anomalies they experienced with election mail. 

Electionmail.org, an online reporting tool created by Democracy Works and Democracy 

Fund, feeds directly into the United States Postal Service internal resolution tracking 

system, allowing election officials to seek guidance and assistance for circumstances that 

cannot be resolved at the local level. Beyond this, electionmail.org’s resource page was 

continuously updated throughout the year as the USPS and other election mail-related 

entities created and disseminated documentation to help jurisdictions better serve their 

voters during the vote by mail surge.

Since its creation in 2016, over 41 states have used electionmail.org to connect 

with USPS. In 2020, there were approximately 280 reports made across 

21 states.

Electionmail.org
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Our team is committed to helping Americans vote no matter what — and 2020 

was no exception. Our researchers, help desk, and partner support team went 

above and beyond to help voters navigate last year’s unique election landscape 

and make their voices heard in record breaking numbers.

How we do it
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The Democracy Works Research Team works to 

cover as many state and local level elections as 

possible so that users are always informed of 

opportunities to make their voices heard. There 

is no central database covering all elections, and 

so our Research Team interfaces directly with 

State election offices and state and local Boards 

of Elections nationwide to uplift and centralize this 

information. The Research Team puts this information 

through rigorous quality assurance processes to make 

sure users get the most up to date and accurate information 

possible. 

Our Research Team’s work increases tremendously during general election 

cycles, but with the amount of shifting dates and deadlines we saw in 2020, we 

knew we would need to increase our capacity in order to guarantee accurate 

and up-to-date election information. We therefore welcomed seven seasonal 

researchers, who quickly joined the team’s efforts to both hand collect election 

information and segment that information so it was consumable by our 

database. Ultimately, the team successfully covered 2,933 elections in 2020, 

spanning all 50 states,the District of Columbia, and 2,806 jurisdictions.

Research Team
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Each time a TurboVote notification is sent, whether via text or email, users are 

able to reply directly and receive one-on-one support from our Help Desk. The 

Democracy Works User Support Team, which is composed exclusively of real 

people who are passionate about helping voters navigate the election process, 

provides round the clock support in both English and Spanish. 

General confusion last cycle was elevated due to a variety of factors, including 

deliberate attempts to deceive or otherwise misinform the public. 

From voter registration deadlines to polling site hours of 

operation, being informed by incorrect information 

has the power to disenfranchise voters en 

masse. Serving as a countermeasure 

against these attempts, our Help Desk 

increased its capacity to 132 staffers. 

Between November 2 and 3rd, they 

supported over 30,000 individual 

voters. And in 2020 overall, our Help 

Desk answered 181,688 individual 

voter inquiries.

User Support
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Our Partner Support Team works with 

TurboVote partners across the country, 

providing the mentorship and creating the 

resources they need to bolster their voter 

outreach efforts. As the pandemic raged on, 

it became clear that our campus partners 

faced a unique obstacle: campus closures. 

As campuses closed, opened, and then closed again, 

one of the biggest points of confusion for student voters 

was where to register to vote. Beyond our normal level of 

support (which includes partner gatherings, one-on-one mentorship, 

toolkits, and an election newsletter series), our Partner Support Team sprung 

into action and built the Student Voter Bot to help students answer this question. 

Whenever a student texted  “VOTE” to 762-ALL-VOTE, they answered a series 

of YES or NO questions to help determine where they can register. The bot 

then connected to TurboVote, where they received help registering to vote, 

requesting their mail ballot, and were able to sign up to receive election 

reminders. 

Partner Support
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Since our founding, Democracy Works has established and maintained 

TurboVote partnerships with campuses, nonprofit organizations, and 

corporations who share in our commitment to increasing voter access 

and participation. The work was more complex than ever this year, but our 

partners persevered and innovated to help their communities vote, no matter 

what.

Partner Innovation
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The company’s Government Affairs team promoted TurboVote (and How to Vote) to employees in a series 

of internal emails. During primary season alone, the team sent 26 emails to employees in 12 different 

states, with state-specific information and a call to action to sign up for TurboVote. These efforts culminated 

in more than 2,000 signups on the Salesforce TurboVote site, with over 1,200 of those people requesting 

registration assistance.

Salesforce’s efforts were not limited to employee emails. The company also created a civic engagement 

module on their online learning platform, Trailhead, and organized a number of virtual events for 

employees. Ten candidates for elected office in four Salesforce hub cities were hosted in nonpartisan 

Candidate Forums, for which employees could submit questions. In addition, Salesforce held their first ever 

Voting in the US speaker series, featuring experts on topics including the anniversary of women’s suffrage 

and the state of voting rights in 2020.

Salesforce employees themselves also demonstrated their passion for democratic engagement. For 

instance, nearly 700 employees signed up to be poll workers through Power the Polls, and were able to use 

Volunteer Time Off for their time spent helping others cast their vote. Moreover, as highlighted in this recent 

blog post from Salesforce, some employees went even further, hosting voter registration drives in their local 

community, networking with co-workers through Employee Resource Groups, and connecting with external 

nonprofits to increase their impact.

Building a culture of Civic Engagement
As much of our lives moved online, our 40+ corporate partners built new digital tools to connect 
their audiences with voting information. Ultimately, our corporate partners helped over 470,000 
Americans connect with TurboVote.

A TurboVote partner since 2016, Salesforce 
implemented a civic engagement program in 2020 
that was more expansive — and successful — than ever. 

Spotlight: Salesforce

Corporate Partners
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Shifting from in person organizing to digital organizing due to the pandemic, they trusted their 
students to deliver a clear and powerful message about the importance of voting and registration. 
At the University of Florida,  implementers amplified the voices and values of students in this 
inspiring GOTV video, which reminds us that young people have the power to transform our 
nation. University of Pittsburgh also rallied their student-athletes together to challenge other 
students on campus to get registered using TurboVote in their Voting Matters video. Who better to 
get out the youth vote than other youth voters?

On Election Day, campus implementers continued their work to bring voting front and center. Rice 
University transformed The Rice Stadium into a voting hub and site where students could register, 
learn about voting, and cast their ballot, whether early or on Election Day. Rice University junior, 
Mason Reece, served as the Election Day precinct judge and the precinct was entirely staffed by 
Rice students!

Elevating student voices
Hailing from 39 states and D.C., our 200+ campus partners connected over 145,000 new student 

voters with TurboVote. And 22 of those partners signed up more than 20% of their undergraduate 

student body! Moreover, our TurboVote Engaged Community College program grew by 

more than 200%, and now serves 29 community colleges across the country. 

On campuses across the country, TurboVote 
implementers relied on peer-to-peer organizing 
techniques to engage their campus community. 

Spotlight: Universities

Campus Partners
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Opportunity Youth United, better known by its community as OYU, is a national movement of young people and allies from all 

backgrounds committed to creating a society that invests adequately in the education and welfare of its children and youth, supports 

family and community life, ends mass incarceration and discrimination of all kinds, promotes a robust participatory democracy, and is 

structured to provide opportunity and responsibility for all. Their lofty mission is largely fueled by localized, youth-led civic action, and 

OYU’s participation in the voter registration and get out the vote efforts of 2020 proved to be no exception.

The Mississippi Delta Voter Engagement Project of OYU, for example, trained up paid youth organizers across the state in effective 

digital canvassing and organizing strategies to help connect voters with TurboVote in Mississippi and beyond. Each organizer attended 

a training with a Democracy Works staff member to learn the ins and outs of strong TurboVote implementation. Significantly, Mississippi 

is in the minority of states that does not offer online voter registration, which made TurboVote’s mailings feature absolutely integral 

to lowering process barriers for these new voters. When OYU’s young organizers encouraged their peers to get help registering 

with TurboVote, that new voter then received their pre-filled voter registration form in the mail, along with a pre-stamped and pre-

addressed envelope to their local election office. All they had to do was sign their form and drop it back in the mail. This was a critical 

step in ensuring successful registration in Mississippi. 

Many of these young people were new to civic engagement, and as part of their work engaged in discussions about why voting 

mattered to them personally, and how all elections, from federal to local, directly impact them and their communities. While their 

2020 organizing was intended to happen through in-person canvassing, their access to TurboVote allowed them to swiftly restructure 

the program and provide not only a learning opportunity for the young folks involved, but provide a necessary service to the broader 

Mississippi community. 

Mobilizing constituents to vote
Our nearly 45 nonprofit partners connected over 192,500 voters with TurboVote, more than triple 

the number of new nonprofit users from 2019! These impressive signup numbers are due to the 

tireless efforts of our nonprofit implementers, who enacted innovative strategies to 

engage voters nationwide.

Serving as a national organizing body in support 
of super-localized grassroots efforts, OYUnited 
champions local groups across the country through 
their Community Action Team model.

Spotlight: Opportunity Youth United

Nonprofit Partners
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In the 2020 election, our partnership helped more than 1.24 million Snapchat users — more than 
half of which were first-time voters — become voter ready.

With COVID-19 disrupting many in-person voter engagement efforts, mobile-first tools became 
even more critical. Snap, Inc. launched a suite of in-app tools to walk Snapchatters through 
every stage of the voting process. The Register to Vote Mini on Snapchat, which is powered by 
TurboVote, allows voters to sign up for voting reminders, check their voter registration status, and 
make a plan to cast their ballot.

Looking ahead to future elections, TurboVote will continue to serve Snapchatters with timely, 
location-specific, personalized reminders and notifications for state and local elections to 
encourage life-long civic engagement.

Creating an onramp for lifelong voting
Even in a new and difficult context, our partners persevered to help millions of Americans register 

and cast their ballots with confidence this November. And a subset, our social media partners, which 

include Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, connected a staggering 3.74 million individuals with 

TurboVote.

Snap, Inc. and Democracy Works believe there 
is no more important form of self expression 
than civic engagement.

Spotlight: Snapchat

Social Media Partners
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   Democracy Works empowered 

Snapchatters with the information and 

resources needed to confidently cast a ballot 

in the 2020 election. We are grateful for our 

shared commitment to civic participation and 

are eager to build on these successes with 

new, innovative tools in future elections to 

help young people show up. 

— Sofia Gross
Head of Social Impact & Policy Partnerships

Snap Inc.

“

“
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In 2020, Democracy Works co-founded Civic Alliance, a nonpartisan group of 

businesses working together to build a future where everyone participates in 

shaping our country. By uniting behind shared messaging and communicating directly 

with their teams and respective audiences, Civic Alliance’s 1,030+ members helped to 

increase civic participation and bolster trust in our democracy. 

Strength in numbers
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In the days leading up to the 
General Election, Civic Alliance 
released a joint statement from 
more than 500 CEOs calling for safe 
access to the polls for all voters, 
recognizing election officials as 
the trusted source for certified 
results, and encouraging patience 
as officials count every vote. The 
statement, titled We’re 100% In for 
Democracy, appeared across print, 
digital, radio, and outdoor formats 
from coast to coast, including on 
a billboard in New York’s Times 
Square.

But Civic Alliance members went 
beyond united messaging, with 
member companies actively 
working to make voting more accessible for their 
communities and their 5,163,938 employees:
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     Voting is a fundamental right 
and as business leaders, it’s our 
responsibility to protect the right 
to vote for our employees and 
communities. At Warby Parker, 
we’re giving our team members 
paid time off to vote and 
opportunities to volunteer at poll 
centers in their communities on 
and leading up to Election Day.

Civic Alliance collaborated with Power the Polls and 
spearheaded their corporate poll worker recruitment 

initiative, recruiting over 750,000 poll workers in a year when 
a poll worker shortage due to COVID-19 was a real threat.

— Dave Gilboa
Co-Founder & Co-CEO
Warby Par

“

“
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     We understand the 
importance of voting and we 
are grateful that we can use 
State Farm Arena, our incredible 
staff and  other resources to 
provide a safe and secure 
environment for Atlanta 
residents to participate in this 
year’s important election....

Civic Alliance offered 245 physical spaces as polling 
places for local jurisdictions.

— Steve Koonin
CEO
Altanta Hawks

“

“
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     Every voice in this country 
matters and deserves to be 
heard at the polls, and if we 
at Old Navy can be even a 
small part of making that 
process more accessible 
to the communities we call 
home, we are on board.

— Nancy Green
President & CEO 
Old Navy

“

“

Civic Alliance member companies provided PPE to ten 
states, supporting statewide needs for hand sanitizer and 

local jurisdictions’ need for masks.
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General confusion and misinformation were poised to disenfranchise voters 

nationwide. Through our media relations, Democracy Works was able to reduce the 

noise and tell the story of how we help Americans vote, no matter what. 

Spreading the word



Read more:
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First and foremost, we learned that we must continue to tell the truth about what 
happened during the 2020 election cycle. Being nonpartisan means we don’t support 
political parties or candidates, but it does not mean silence. As America underwent a long 
overdue racial reckoning, we grappled with the fact that systemic racism has deliberately 
disenfranchised Black voters throughout our history, and that remains true today. In the 
months since the 2020 election, Black voters have already faced new voter suppression 
tactics in the form of legislation. Democracy Works must be bold in supporting and 
defending Black Americans’ right to vote.

Moreover, in order to maintain the record breaking level of voter turnout we saw last 
November, we learned just how powerful coalitions like Civic Alliance are. We must 
maintain these coalitions so they can continue to show up for voters in future elections, 
just as they did in 2020. But the largest lesson learned in 2020 was this: our democracy 
is only as strong as we fight to make it. It is critical that as a civic engagement space, 
we continue to work to understand what happened in 2020, and carefully align our 
strategies for the next cycle. Remaining staunchly committed to helping Americans vote 
in every election, no matter what, is the only way we will realize a democracy that is truly 
representative of all its people.

For all of 2020’s challenges, it was our biggest and 
most impactful year as an organization. We supported 
more voters and election officials, refined and 
strengthened our suite of tools, and learned vital 
lessons that will inform our work moving forward.

Looking Forward
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Every bit of support 
counts, and 
pushes us towards 
an engaged, 
well-informed 
electorate, and a 
well-functioning 
democracy.

JOIN US!
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